Pivigo is seeking a

Software Developer
with immediate start date.
Introduction
Pivigo is a fast expanding start-up in the London data science scene. Our CEO is one of
the Top 100 Influencers in Big Data in the UK and we work with a wide range of
companies, from FTSE100 corporates to the freshest start-ups, on solving any and all
people-related problems they may have within Big Data. In 2014 we started Europe’s
largest data science bootcamp (S2DS, www.s2ds.org) and we are now expanding our
services and partnerships. Help us build one of the most exciting data science start-ups
in Europe!
Tasks and responsibilities
We at Pivigo are looking for talented, interested and curious, software developers to join
us in our efforts to build new and useful tools for data science. If you either have
experience or interest in learning all of the following:
•
•
•
•

Web development with Python
Javascript / React
SQL and/or NoSQL databases
Professional experience with at least two of the above for more than 2 years

and you feel up for an adventure (for example going down Elm lane) please do get in
touch!
If you are a more seasoned web developer - we would also very keen to hear from you!
What we look for
Most importantly we look for a motivated individual who appreciates the importance of
writing good, well tested code. We do not expect ‘ready made’ experts but rather highly
skilled developers who are keen to keep learning and go the extra distance to contribute.
What you get
We offer a competitive salary, but more importantly you will be part of a small team
working on a new platform for data science. Your contribution will matter. You will
matter and you will get the love and respect of hundreds of data scientists and be part of
a young, dynamic and fast growing team. We often organise Pivigo team days to enjoy
each other’s company and our successes.
Applicants must have their own right to work in the UK as Pivigo is not able to support
visa applicants.
Apply by sending a CV and cover letter to jobs@pivigo.com
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